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A New Book Launch Offers the Journey Between Love and Breakups  
Relieved & Reloved -Poems and Tales by a Haitian American Author from Queens, New York. 

QUEENS, NY (May 20, 2021)–Quisqueyana Press is delighted to announce the launching of “Relieved & Reloved–Thoughts 
inked in poems and tales” book by the Haitian American indie author Jerry Jean-Baptiste “Mousey”. Everyone, including 
critics, will surely like this book. 
 
About the Book: 
Relieved and Reloved is poetry in prose about love and heartbreaks that deal with different pains and rejoice into drops of 
happiness that feed on love, the one that gives life and minutes later can kill. This book takes the reader into a journey of ups 
and downs, touching the bitter moments and the sweeter ones too. 104 pages filled with ink and illustrations embracing the 
contrast of life, the duality of a heart that falls in and out of love with a sidekick of pain. This artistic masterpiece published by 
Quisqueyana Press is available at the publisher’s store, Amazon.com in paperback and Kindle versions, and from online 
booksellers. ISBN 978-1-7354562-5-6, Print Price: US $20.00, Kindle Price: US $9.99. 
 
About the Author  
Mousey was born in Brooklyn on April 17, 1972, in a Haitian household as Jerry Jean-Baptiste. He was the youngest of six 
siblings, raised in Queens, New York. A high school graduate with a deep love for poetry and writers such as Langston 
Hughes, Edgar Allan Poe, Maya Angelou and Nina Simone. He ran the streets for about 3 years, fell in love and then, two 
tragedies that changed his life forever took place, the devastated breakup with his now former love, immediately followed by 
an event that almost hijacked his life away, a fatal car accident that left him comatose with brain hemorrhage, and the left side 
of his body motionless and numb while the right side was all bruised and broken. 
 
At this difficult moment of his life, when he needed love, the power of his faith and family nudged him back to life. He 
understood that life is worth living. The mixing of these two tragic events gave birth to the author in him, with enough time to 
read, to think, to observe and feel, to suffer and remember, to change, to relieve the past and reloved again. He believes in 
the power of love again and embarks on the beautiful path of poetry and tales to relieve his own unique feelings, getting the 
life of freedom and peace of mind he deserves, giving birth to this unique book, his firstborn “Relieved and Reloved”. 
 
Today he embarks on an independent career as a barber that gives him the chance to interact, observe and collect materials 
for his writing, filled with love, as his diction captivates his peers. 
 
“I’ve grown to love,” the author said, confirming the lesson that his rebirth brings to him, the lesson of love to others and 
himself. Adoring the future chosen by his pen, as salutations add up, his life begins to coasts. 
 

### 
Visit: www.quisqueyanapress.com/Mousey for more information about the book and the author. 

 
Quisqueyana Press is the premier POD book publisher for emerging, self-published indie authors.  
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